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Interactions between education, business/industry, and labor are diverse

in substance, wide in scope, and varied in quality. Moreover, the decade's vast

expansion of corporate and union directed training makes the total'.range of

interactions far more complex than the traditional division of functions between

education and work institutions.

Professional educators in schools and colleges are only beginning to keel

the effects of the increasing education and training competence of employers and

unions. Pressures on traditional education systems are developing from two

sources: demand for higher quality performance by education institutions in

preparing graduates for labor market entry, and direct competition for the time

. and interests of out of school,youth and adult learners.

One messageof this paper is that the growth of a human resources Perspective

among work institutions, mirrored by the lifelong learning perspective in

education institutions, has created an unprecendented opportunity for discussion

and action among and within the major sectors of education, business, labor, and

government.' From such discussions and collaborative action at local, state,

/

regional and national levels will come greater consensus on problems, preferred

solutions, resources, and priorities. Attempts to enforce the isolation of

The work upon which this paper is used was performed pursuant to
Contract 1/300790691 with the Office of Vocational and Adult Education of the
U.S. Education Department. The views expressed are those of the al4,thor.



educatic1.21 izatitutic-s from the eccn:mic and 70_,_=-cal constituencies are

doomed faila.ze. -Buz openness t-L-, constitlio--=ies does not. necessarily

imply a loss c nroiessional intec:ity. Educatic.-7i leadership is crucial if

shared L-esp_n-=-ility is to resul: in grater ins .it_tLonal effectiveness.

7-.other _:la patterns createL by this disso: iam of institutional isolatimn

will be: anif7.-- or diverse in for=, content and 1,.ideszship is still open to

specula on. ?That see=s more certain is

to sustain these relat, onships and assure

_:_cional structures are need

.17.1tability of the participar

Underlying Ihes_. relationships must 1-e an uncstanding of core differences

between the two insti:ltions. Businesses enphas_ ,. training both in task skills

and interpersonal relations (Lynton, 1981). These two areas converge in mos: work

settings because grca? or team effort is neces:=y to get the job done--whether

on, an assembly Line :r in a top manage#Ien: cc-=t. In education, team teaching

is rarely stressed and team learning rarely ocz=s off the sports field. On

the other hand, divErsity of interests may be acre encouraged by the very lack

of group structures tn education Organizations. More than the public-private

distinction frequently raised, this difference in the very format for teaching

and learning is probably the most significant barrier to communication across

the two sectors.

A second barrier is related to the first: work institutions teach skills

and develop teams because tasks need to be accomplished that make a difference

to the survival of the organization and the continuity of rewards for individuals.

Schools and colleges are rately so dependent for survival (et least in the short

run) on the performance of teachers and learners. Thus the motivational setting

differs between the two sets of institutions, creating yet another barrier to

effective interaction on a large scale. From another point of view these
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un erlYing may -.7e,11 be k_ elements that must-be taken into

ac aunt in 1:7:_-]Erst=t=g the -ations o collaborative activities and the

b.-:daries -4-

Also :7ase re- -'-onships nre the core assumptions that have

?_d the attfa=uELLF z institut=a1 leaders throughout the history of AmericEm

:3771:).

From the Tne=ecti-e of th literatu:_. of ilahoration (Fraser et _1.,

inds hree -ernes of spa La: significL7tce

c That i-dividLL1 le=na=s will be mctivated to develop academic

and voLstic=11 skiLls ..ad positive attitudes towards society

fr-sc:7_.1 1H---ming is ziosely lined in the learner's mind to

and opportunities in the immediate com-

munI:Y an_ _he larger ociety. I::]proved motivation may, in turn,

redur:2 bot:: anti-socia_ behavior -nd the need for costly

remedial -.-7rams.

o That --'-'ng the -__lues of de_mc.:rzay and capitalism requires

the :-_-_rt.:=i=tion of :_-_-players, -7orkers, and other citizens in

supp= -f -aza-riculum Levelopment teacher training, career
affectiv-a educatiomaL administration.--

o That ing a labor supply "aligned" with the market demand

for labor __ cost effective and requires the participation of

knowlec-,-- business, labor, and education leaders in develop-

ing la-Dr ..:market information, forecasting the economic develop-

ment -tz.i 2.=_Tloyment needs of the local and regional economy,

prerarimcf :ort and long-term guidance for curriculum developers,

cat-ae- planners, studentS, and the community at large.

These have constLE-en-t=-7 been the rationales driving career, vocational, and

out-of-school rra=a±x= legislation. Beyond these rationals lies the equally

persistent gu=stirm cf how best to realize their desired ends.

The sew n -_-_:-atflective implementation has moved recent policies beyond

interventions si=la agencies to an emphasis on interagency relationships.

There has developed a consensus that fragmented, institutionally unilateral

approachesto youth education, training, socialization, and transition services
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have proven inadquate. The point of convergence is on thCprinciples that

(1) national problem-solving requires community level participation, (2)

community participation requires effective processes to create shared understanding,

shared responsibility, shared-resources, and shared benefits, and (3) the

participants'in these processes should include a wide range of community leaders:

employers, workers, educators, students, government officials, community

organizers, and volunteers.

Functional Relationships Between the Sectors

Four basic functions characterize institutional relationships between

education and work institutions (Gold, 1981). These are:

o The production and distribution of teaching/learning
experiences and services. Which institutions will be
responsible for adding economic a- nd-other values to

----human resources?

o The flow of human resources between education and employment.
Who will design, finance, and manage (in sum, who will control)
information and opportunities for directing individuals into
education and work opportunities?

o The prOduction and distribution of new ideas and products.
Who will be responsible for basic and applied research of
various kinds?

o The process of strategy development for higher education-
- business relationships. Who will be responsible for deliberate

planning and communication to influence the structure of
education and business relationships for the three previous
fun,tions?

The four categories are derived from consideration of the exchangeSof resources

which higher education and business organizations can offer to each other:

people,- money, ideas, power, time, places. The bottom line for all activities

associated with these functions is whether, collectively, they produce mutual

respect, trust, reliability, and demonstrated results meeting specific needs of
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individual businesses, higher education institutions, and adult

A very few examples will be used to demonstrate what is r

Teaching/Learning Function

The classroom is the central image of formal education _a: where

most of the "business" of schools and colleges (to a lesser de ,, = place.

A decade or more of experimentation and reform have changed f where

teaching and learning can take place and who can teach. E-..-en tools have

changed little in where teaching and learning do take place, th _zives are

gathering respectability and credibility, more So at the adult ss so at

the pre-adolescent level. From Foxfire, to expedience-based to

executive and career internships, to cooperative education_ and War exr.p.rience

generally, out-of-classroom learning for adolescents and adult= a valued

concept with a wide range of useful practices, most of which rmn_ s_ostantial

cooperation from employers, unions, and other community instir- Various

vocational, career, and cultural education strategies have be= bring

the outside world into the classroom, a less costly approach, supported

with corporate and union-produced teaching aids for topics =7=7_ economic

and labor educatiOn to general public issues.

At the postsecondary level the relationships are yet =====. acziye, including:

cooperative education, college-coordinated apprenticeship anL -.7.7e-apprenticeship

programs, tuition assistance programs, industry-services pro===s, joint

curriculum projects (especially in vocational and economic education), management

training, as well as the traditional professional graduate education programs.

On the corporate/union side are more of the same: training for everything from

basic skills to graduate programs, use of consultants and published curricula,

use of community colleges and universities for packaged training. The corporate
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.1d;:=.: probably approaches $30 billipn annually. about 6 percent of

System alone. Teaching servi_-_-,s for in-L2hool and put of school

77:---ided by corporations, cc7mlunity raanizaticl:s, and labor unions

2ooperation.or under con:-act chool s:.7.tems, sometimes

Duman Resources

Frc- hie perspective of societal survi-c,.., lg ?eople the skills they

vfil neee aarn a living, and providing social _tuLians with people capable*

perfor7.1 needed social roles are the botT:7

survi7z. themselves, colleges and uniVersitie

a f.7.r educational institutions.

d.:Lmonstrate their

contribution to this core social The flow of human resources,

_rcm an -.:...titutional perspective, is a three-5:- 1 pr:cess: intake, treatment

prod=ive use, transfer to the outside we

k==.1g the examples of present interacticils: corporate and union scholarships

Dr high school graduates, including "upward bound".programs for minority

:ucents: corporate and union support and participation in in-service occupational

informa=tion programs for secondary and post-secondary teachers, administrators,

and guidance counselors; employer cooperation with high school and college

job placement offices and career counseling programs; use of internships and

cooperative programs reducing costs of employee orientation and screening as

well as for more sympathetic handling of individuals (such as the handicapped)

whom employers or unions have typically excluded either by bias or by rigid

entrance requirements.

A different perspective on the flow of human resources is provided by

.consideration of the uses of vulunteers froth business, and labor organizations.

The classroom uses of volunteers have received attention in recent years through

career education programs. Volunteers on vocaticinal and other advisory councils
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are another lc_ known but little researched use c: 'Aghly variable

Less known is 1:Te intermittent use of volunteers as C 31;:ants to impr7Dve

s noel and ur administra:ive, transportation, in ncial, personnel,

_intenance, -elated support systems.

Finally. he flow of human resources touches adu_ts who seek more education

strengthen :he- chancesfor mobility and other s required to __earn

simply to.pre=rv:_ :heir status. Returnees to the "learning force" ma7- pay

:heir Own war:, h,_ -_lbsidized by employers and unions, or use go-ernmen:

subsidies. The ma: be seeking basic or state-of-arc technical skills. They

:may find.appropr=ta sources of motivation in secondary schools, colleges and

universities, c7-___rations and technical. institutes, or through independent

learning in _es and published media.

New Ideas _=..i Products

The area c interaction is more commonly recognized where corporations and

universities c perste in basic and applied research, or where consultants are

used to train employees in new concepts or techniques. Peripheral industries

(especially, aerospace engineering, and pharmaceutical applications) around

major university research centers exemplify this fact. The flow of new ideas

and products at the secondary level is frequently overlooked and is, indeed,

harder to find. Publishers are traditionally the only arm of the private sector

with easy access to schools. They act as intermediaries between campuses and

schools by translating "hot issues" in the education profession into teaching

aids suitable for different grade levels. More recently publishers have joined

with mass media to produce videotape, videodisc and other consumer items which

supplement and as often compete with schools and colleges for the attention of
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serious as well as superficial learners. Yet to develop is any meaningful inter-

change of ideas between the corporate/union :raining profession and the

traditional education profession. cette_t_111: the two sides have much to teach

each other.

Strategy Development

In education as. in politics, the fou:id:ion for strategy is demographics.

It can be argued that beyond basic demograT::_cs are three factors forcing realign-

ments in all four functions of business-e::u:ation-labor relations. First, the

pact of technological innovation has create:_ demands for massive and frequent

retraining.(perhaps even re-education) nation's labor force. Second,

allocations of resources for education ,7.7e finite and in e process of being

redistributed as the average age of the ?opulation shifts upward and as alterna-

tive claims are made on capital. Third_ employers, unions and others perceive

failure on the part of education institutionsboth secorary and postsecondary--

to transmit knowledge, skills, and values nseled to survive in a highly

competitive world economy. This last argument is especially devastating because

almost all education institutions are direct -r indirect beneficiaries of tax

subsidies. When public confidence decreases, a deadly spiral of declining

resources and declining capability sets in. The question is whether, public

and private education institutions will be given enought time and resources to

prove that they have the leadership capacity to help employers, unions, and

individuals meet the nation's skill requirements during the next decade.

A number of vehicles for the development of collaborative strategies

already exist, but rarely has their potential effectiveness been realized.

Presumably this is because institutional leaders are only beginning to define
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the to which their self-interests require collaborative behavior. Also,

even win-=7: vital interests have'been identified, the behaviors of industry/

busi=es,ducation-labor collaboration are new and being tested and refined in

daily 17=tice. Among the existing mechanisms are effective programs, coordination

units, conferences, and collaborative councils.

Eff2ctive programs solve the problem of how to implement agreements made

at leadership level or how to demonstrate the utility of new services prior to

to leadership involvement. Principal examples of such programs include

exemplary cooperative education, vocational education, and career education

programs which actively involve educators, employers, and/or unions in their

planning and implementation.

Coordination units solve the problem of assigning responsibility and

accountability for day-to-day relationships with other community institutions.

Career and vocational educat on coordinator positions, career guidance and

placement offices, campus-based "centers" of education-work research and program

-development, and industry-services coordinators are all of proven value when

supported by leadership commitments and competently staffed. Vocational and

career education advisory committees coordinated by school staff and appointed

by superintendents are one form of coordinating unit. Chamber of Commerce,

National Alliance of Business, the AFL-CIO's Human Resource Development

Institute, and many large corporations and unions have education liaison/

coordinator positins.

Conferences are valuable for their cumulative effeccs On network building

rather than for their one-time effects. Annual conferences of the Americn

Association of Higher Education have reemphasized education -work linkages over

several years. The mini-conference series of the U S. Office of Career Education

has been an extremely effective means of articulating issues and building
1

a multi-

1 o
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sector constituency for that concept. The established fields of vocational

and cooperative education use their annual and other meetings to create linkages.

Recently the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the American

Vocational Association, and the American Society'for Training and Development

jointly sponsored a conference whose true purpose was to open communications

and cooperation among the constituencies of the three groups (Yarrington, 1980).

Finally, collaborative councils are mechanisms for maintaining leadership

communication across the business-labor-education sectors over an extended

period of time.' These councils range from the Joint Council on Economic Education

formed in 1947, to L17e BusiLness-Higher Education Forum formed in 1978, to local

work-education and industry7education-labor councils developed in over 100

communities during the past five years in particular. The particular value of

local collaborative councils is that they are located where specific problems

touch specific individuals and institutions and where any solutions proposed for

those problems must be implemented.

Local Collaborative Councils

It takes day-to-day experience, and year-to-year planning of activities and

procedures for communities to develop, test,. and rework effective collaborative

mechanisms. Collaborative councils are one means through which community leaders

are learning how to cope with the real problems and needs of youth, adults, and

the institutions in which they learn and work. Words such as "turfdom" and

"politics" were once accepted as negative, irreducible facts of life (and used

as excuses for inaction). Through Community councils,,we are beginning to learn

how to turn the self-interest inherent in those words to the advantage of all.

"Collaboration" and "collaborative councils," as found in the literature, are

young concepts still being developeC.
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Collaborative councils usually are identified as either "Industry'-'

Education-Labor Councils" (and "IndOstry-Education Councils" or "Work-Education

Councils" (and "Education-Work Councils"-)-- Locale for those generic types

vary from community to community. Community Action Council for Career Education,

Consortium of Vocational Educators and Employers, Tri-Lateral Council for

Quality Education, and Association of Business, Labor, and Education are but

a few of the names that collaborative councils go by. Some of the Private Industry

Councils (PICs) recently initiated through the federal government's Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA) have also taken on the collaborative council's

charcteristic autonomy and involvement in education as-well .as -work- related

issues.

Collaborative councils can be distinguished by a few criteria. These are

general characteristics and fit better in some cases than in others:

o Council membership is representative of major sectors in a
community; collaborative mechanisms are intended to join and
serve the interest of more than two sectors.. Councils should

be designed to treat. education, industry/business, labor,
government,.and4outh service institutions as equal partners.
In local,practice, the interest and strength of one or-two
sectors may predominate, but'the goal of collaborative councils

is to seek a balance of multiple purposes rather than

exclusivity..

Collaborative councils are essentially selforganized. Initial

'snonsorship may come from one sector or even a single organize-

But once organized, the council is responsible for its

own continuity. Neither membership nor agenda is assigned to
the collaborative partners by a single institution.

o Collaborative councils are performance-oriented. Membdl.s and

staff 'develop -their own agendas and approaches to community

needs. While such councils may choose to 'play advisory roles

in specific instances, they are designed to perform a variety

of roles ranging frOm fact-findingi to project operation, to

program development, to program brokering and catalyzing,
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o Most crucially, council members and the institutions they represent
share responsibility for implementing the action agenda which brought
them together in the first place. Members exercise active leadership
within their primary constituencies and with other sectors and constit-
uencies. Collaboration implies a recognition of shared self-interests
that leads to mutual action.

o Organizational activity is sustained through formal council organiza-
tion, with assistance from a staff director or coordinator.

The issues on the agendas of collaborative councils run the gamut from

policy to prograns to process. The agenda items may address the functions,

attitudet, behaviors, and capabilities of schools, colleges, employers, labor

unions, govarnment agencies, and religious and social services institutions.

For example, some collaborative councils have exhibited leadership in linking

economic development and human development. As employers and unions begin'to

examine the workplate of the future, they are troubled by the perceived obsta-

cles of employee/member skills and motivation at all levels of the work force.

Trying to cope with.Workplacerequirements, employerS and unions are draWrt progres-

sively further into, nalysis of the education, and training systems as they look

at the causes of success and failure in career preparation. Collaborative coun-

;cils are neutral "turfs" where these leaders and their education conterparts can

discussand act on needs, resources, and strategies in positive ways.

Linking diverse_institutional self-interests is the principal strategy used

by councils to engage institutions in joint planning and action on specific edu-

cation-work issues. In this way, collaborative councils,are intended to strength-

en the capabilities of community and state-level institutions by using problem-

solving approaches that build trust and achieve desired results.
,

- -

Most'councilS'opetate on modest budgets. The'principal cost factors nre

two: whether there is a paid staff.and whether the council seeks project opera-

tion responsibilities requiring additional staf f./ Budgets of $40,_000 to $100,000
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are typical Of councils with paid staff. Budgets of $2,000 to $3,000 are typi-

cal of councils which rely'entirely on members for coordination, outreach, and

in-kind support. As councils become more active, and as their independent,

honest broker role in the community becomes more significant, a core, paid staff

Or equivalent donatedtends to be indispensable. Councils must then develop cash

staff services.\

L
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